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Optical Cryptosystem Based on Synchronization of Hyperchaos Generated
by a Delayed Feedback Tunable Laser Diode
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We propose a method for encrypting a signal within the high dimensional chaotic fluctuations o
wavelength from a delayed feedback tunable laser diode. Decoding is performed remotely by
a slave laser diode fully synchronized with the master one. No additional synchronization chan
required. [S0031-9007(98)05424-6]

PACS numbers: 89.70.+c, 05.45.+b
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Secure communications based on chaos have b
investigated for some years, especially in the area
radiofrequency transmissions. Signal encoding a
decoding is achieved using a carrier whose amplitu
fluctuates chaotically. Compared with conventional da
encryption techniques in which the key is a pseudorand
binary number that controls the encryption algorithm, b
which is slow, chaos is used as a coding key embod
directly in the structure of the carrier. At least two clas
sical methods have been demonstrated for communica
with chaos [1]. The first method due to Ott, Grebogi, an
Yorke [1] utilizes controlling chaos. The dynamics of
chaotic oscillator is made to follow prescribed orbits
the attractor by using small perturbations, thus allowing
message to be encoded in the chaotic wave form. A v
different concept developed by Pecora and Carroll [
uses the idea of synchronized chaos for secure comm
cations. In this case, a small information-bearing sign
is masked by a large chaotic signal. The chaotic cod
generating system is divided in two subsystems, name
the master and the slave. The slave is replicated at
receiver. The master subsystem is used to synchron
the two slave subsystems. The message signal is ad
to the chaotic signal generated by the slave subsystem
the transmitter and this composite signal is transmitt
to the receiver. When the two subsystems are synch
nized, the message can be reproduced by subtracting
chaotic part of the composite signal. So far most of t
studies were implemented with electrical circuits featu
ing low dimensional attractors, such as the double scr
or Chua’s attractor that has a single positive Lyapun
exponent [2]. The simple chaotic processes thus obtain
can, however, be defeated by an eavesdropper without
synchronized receiver, using unmasking signal process
techniques which work well for simple chaotic system
[3]. One way to solve this security problem is by usin
hyperchaotic systems with multiple positive Lyapuno
exponents to mask the message. A recent theoret
work [4] indicates the possibility of synchronizing
hyperchaotic chaos with just one transmitted sign
Practical realizations remain, however, to be develop
The question of optical synchronization of chaos h
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also been studied in optics, but results deal mostly wi
numerical simulations [5] except some unique demon
strations of control of laser chaos and digital encode
transmission [6]. When talking about chaos in optics,
looks natural to look for nonlinearities induced by optica
power. It is probably the reason why implementing
optical chaotic cryptosystems poses severe problem
which often require an accurate control of the instabilitie
and of the power-induced nonlinearities. Our objectiv
is the effective implementation of a high dimensiona
chaotic system for optically encoded communications.
is achieved with a delayed feedback chaotic generat
which is known to produce high dimensional chaos [7]
Since there is no rigorous analysis for synchronizatio
of delay-differential equations, we used a way which i
different from Pecora and Carroll. We also show that w
can use advantageously the wavelength, rather than
power, to produce an optical chaos whose parameters c
be controlled very easily both at the transmitter and at th
receiver. The latter is used to obtain a chaos replicatio
without a synchronization channel, in a way which seem
specific to delayed feedback systems. We were surpris
by the quality and robustness of the chaos replication th
attained. The method was checked with chaotic signa
with a dimension estimated to be of the order of5 3 102.

Chaos replication—We assume the transmitter to be
a delayed feedback chaotic system ruled at timet by a
difference-differential equation of the form

xstd 1 t dxstdydt  bFfxst 2 T dg 1 fstd , (1)

where b is the bifurcation parameter,F is a nonlinear
feedback function with a time retardationT , and t

the time response of the system. We takefstd in the
form fstd  Afsstd 1 t dsydtg, with sstd the message to
be encrypted andA an attenuation parameter. Let the
receiver equation be written in the form of Eq. (1), excep
that the variable in the nonlinear functionF is taken to
bexstd:

ystd 1 t dystdydt  bFfxst 2 T dg . (2)

From Eqs. (1) and (2), we obtainxstd 2 ystd  Asstd,
meaning that we have the recovery of the messagesstd,
© 1998 The American Physical Society 2249
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and, assstd  0, we can have chaos replication. The
time required for chaos replication can be evaluated b
considering small deviations ofystd from xstd, i.e.,

ystd  xstd 1 dystd . (3)

From Eq. (2), we have

dystd 1 t ddystdydt  0 (4)

thus giving

lim
t!`

f ystd 2 xstdg  lim
t!`

fexps2tytdg  0 . (5)

We observe asymptotically the occurrence of synchr
nization; practically the time required to have synchro
nism is of the order oft. We note in Eq. (1) that the
messagesstd is embedded viafstd in the trajectories of
xstd. This method of synchronization seems to be specifi
to delayed feedback systems. We think that this encodi
should improve security compared with methods whe
sstd is directly added to a chaotic carrier.

The question is whether this method can be realized
practice. In what follows, we describe the implementatio
of Eqs. (1) and (2) using wavelength-induced nonlinear
ties. We also show that using the wavelength rather th
the power allows a large range of values for the bifurca
tion parameterb.

Principle of implementation—Assume that we have
an optical component that features a nonlinearity
wavelength, i.e., its response is a nonlinear functio
F of wavelength L. When operating this nonlinear
element with a feedback signal, we have a bistab
device with steady states that are fixed wavelengths. O
the other hand, as the feedback signal features a tim
retardation T large compared to the time responset

of the device, one knows that high dimensional chao
ruled by a delayed-differential equation can occur. I
our case, one gets a light beam with a constant optic
power, but with chaotic fluctuations of its wavelength
The equivalent in radiofrequency would be a chaot
frequency modulation that can be used as a sprea
spectrum carrier. The advantages of wavelength ov
intensity as used so far [7] rely not only on an easy contr
of the nonlinear parameters but also on the possibili
to have large bifurcation parametersb. It was shown
that b . 15 ensures a chaotic process with a Gaussia
probability density law [8]. This feature, combined with
the dimension of chaos which increases linearly wit
b, improves security by giving rise to more complex
dynamics. Then, the strategy for signal encryption an
chaos replication is as follows. First the messagesstd is
injected in the feedback loop of the transmitter to drive
wavelength tunable laser diode which is in cascade wi
a wavelength nonlinear element. The wavelength th
emitted exhibits high dimensional chaotic fluctuation
xstd. The receiver is a replica of the first chaotic oscillato
(in the sense that it is formed by the same elements), b
with its feedback loop open. The transmitted signalxstd
is sent into the receiver at the correct point, namely, in
2250
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the nonlinear element to generate a signalFfxst 2 T dg.
The receiver then operates as a nonautonomous dev
producing chaotic fluctuationsystd of wavelength. A
subtraction of the input chaosxstd from the output chaos
ystd results in the recovery of the messagesstd. Any
separate channel for transmitting synchronizing data is n
needed.

The core of the transmitter and receiver is the wave
length tunable laser diode with its nonlinear element use
to generate the nonlinear functionF. The nonlinear ele-
ment is, in the system described hereafter, a birefringe
plate. When placed between two crossed (or parallel) p
larizers, a birefringent plate exhibits a spectral transmis
sion curve that is a sin2 function vs wavelength. For the
transmitter to operate as a chaotic oscillator it is know
that theF function should exhibit at least one minimum
or one maximum. This condition can be easily met with
a suitable choice of the optical path difference (OPD) o
the plate.

Experimental setup—Figure 1 shows the cryptosystem.
The transmitterhas already been treated as a generator
chaos in wavelength [9], and we simply give some brie
recallings, pointing out the main differences as it is use
to encrypt a messagesstd. It is formed by a Distributed
Bragg Reflector (DBR) two-section tunable laser diod
(tuning ratea, optical powerP0) with a feedback loop
containing a birefringent plate (BP) with an optical path
difference D (OPD D), a photodetector (PD) (gainh), and
a delay linesTd. The time response of the feedback loop
driving the laser diode ist. The spectral transmission
curve of BP is theF function:

FsLd  sin2spDyLd , (6)

where L is the wavelength emitted by the laser diode
The wavelengthL can be varied continuously around
a center wavelengthL0  1550 nm by the injection

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of the cryptosystem. NL stand
for the nonlinear functionFsLd.
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current i of the tunable laser diode:Lstd  L0 1 lstd,
wherelstd  aistd is the modulation of the wavelength
aroundL0 generated by the modulation currentistd. The
messagesstd to be encrypted is introduced in the feedbac
loop in such a way that the modulation currentistd
is formed by the addition ofsstd and the time-delayed
signal provided by PD. It can then be shown [9] tha
chaotic fluctuations occur in the wavelengthlstd emitted
by the laser diode, which obeys the difference differenti
equation (1) with

xstd  pDlstdyL2
0, b  pahP0DyL2

0 ,

Ffxstdg  sin2fxstd 2 f0g and f0  pDyL0 .
(7)

We observe that a high value of the OPD D ensures
large bifurcation parameterb. The theoretical limitation,
which is set by the spectral resolution of the device, i.e
the laser linewidth, is highsb , 104d and thus offers a
wide range of possibilities [9].

The receiver is a replica of the transmitter, excep
that the feedback loop is open and fed directly wit
the transmitted light beam which features the chaot
wavelength fluctuationsxstd. This beam is directed into
the nonlinear birefringent plate BP0, which exhibits the
same spectral transfer function as in Eq. (6). It can th
be shown that the laser diode emits light with chaot
fluctuationsl0std of its wavelength, which obeys Eq. (2)
with

ystd  pDl0stdyL2
0 .

The messagesstd is recovered by subtraction of the
output wavelengthystd from the inputxstd. This can be
carried out using a spectral filter working at an inflectio
point of its spectral transmission curve.

Experimental verifications—They were conducted
with the following parameters:L0  1550 nm, a 
0.2 nmymA, P0  5 mW, D  11 mm, T  0.51 ms,
t  8.6 ms, andh  1.5 AyW. These parameters yield
a bifurcation parameterb , 22. This value is 7 times
higher than that obtained with the delayed feedba
systems reported so far, and is beyond the minimu
limit of b  15 required to have Gaussian chaos [8
An estimate of the dimensiond of the chaos is given
by the relation d , 0.4 bTyt, yielding d , 5 3 102

for the system used (that corresponds approximately
250 zero or positive Lyapunov exponents). Note th
d can also be expressed in terms of the normaliz
variance s2  kx2stdlykxstdl2 of the fluctuations of
xstd: d , b2s2Tyt, meaning a variance of about 1.5
for the system used [8]. Figure 2 shows how chao
replication is obtained at the receiver output as the
is no messagefsstd  0g. The time needed for chaos
replication at the beginning of the process is the loadin
time T of the receiver. Then chaos replication occur
and the cyptosystem can operate. Figure 3(a) sho
decoding of a2 kHz sine signal which was injected in
the feedback loop of the transmitter27 dB below the
k
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FIG. 2. Evolution to the synchronization of the two chaoslstd
and l0std at the receiver output. At timeT , the two traces are
superimposed (vertical axis is the wavelength).

level of the photocurrent. The signal-to-noise ratio of th
message recovered after decoding at the receiver out
was then measured to be 15 dB. These first results we
obtained using free-space propagation with a distan
of 2 m between the transmitter and the receiver. Th
amount of excursion of the wavelength of the ligh
was about 1.5 nm (200 GHz). Propagation losses we
compensated at the receiver to obtain the same value
the bifurcation parameterb as that in the transmitter by
adjusting the gain of the photodetector in the receiv
loop of the receiver. We have made no great effort t
optimize the values of the parameters associated w
the transmission and detection processes. We ha
checked that this scheme works when the transmitter a
the receiver lasers have slightly mismatched paramet
(the laser chips were chosen from two different wafers
The most critical parameter was noticed to be the OP
of the birefringent plates which governsf0 and the bifur-
cation parameterb. A b mismatch introduces decoding
noise at the received output that can be evaluated fro
Eqs. (1) and (2). In Fig. 3(a), theb mismatch is esti-
mated to be about 1%. We then introduced voluntari
a b mismatch of 3% and 5%. Figures 3(b) and 3(c
show the decoding noise thus obtained. This will b
discussed quantitatively in terms of rms noise, along wi
the requirement for an efficient masking of the messa
within chaos, in a longer article.

We conclude with some comments concerning th
scope, application, and significance of the method:

(1) The transmitter and receiver are simple and efficie
(complex chaotic behavior occurs in simple systems
Strong wavelength-induced nonlinearities yielding large
bifurcation parameters can be easily achieved using lar
OPDs, while operating with a low level of energy
This results in chaotic regimes with a wide range o
complicated trajectories. The entropy of the chaot
carrier in which the message is embedded, which can
evaluated by calculating the Lyapunov exponents, can
very high.

(2) Experiments have shown that wavelength-induce
nonlinearities are very robust to instabilities and allow
2251
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FIG. 3. Decoding of a sine wave form with ab mismatch of
(a) 1%, (b) 3%, and (c) 5% (vertical axis is the wavelength).

a good chaos replication to be obtained. In particula
pertaining to the application to communication, we hav
addressed the issue of chaos replication with no exter
synchronization channel.

(3) Breaking the encryption key (which is defined in ou
system by the parametersb, t, andT) was demonstrated
[3] in the case of the Chua’s circuit which features
single positive Lyapunov exponent. The situation is di
ferent here for two reasons: (i) The large value of th
dimension of chaos, which can be102 103 higher than
in the delayed feedback systems reported so far; (ii) t
possibility to generate more complicated nonlinear fun
tions by using other spectral filters, thus increasing th
key complexity. Specifically, chaotic regimes produce
by nonanalytical nonlinear functions seem to be still un
solved mathematically. We believe that the cryptoanal
sis of such systems can become a very difficult task.
2252
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(4) A point which also remains to be clarified is
the influence of the chromatic dispersion of optica
fibers used as the transmission channel. Present d
1550 nm dispersion-shifted fibers feature low dispersio
(typically 10 spsynmdykm). However, a limitation of the
transmission span and of the bit rate can be expecte
We are now developing a more practical cryptosystem fo
applications in fiber encoded transmissions and operati
with a higher bit rate.

(5) There has been much work on optical nonlinea
chaotic systems, and we speculate that the generation
chaos using controlled wavelength-induced nonlinearitie
may be extended to all-optical devices. This should ope
a large body of research about the dynamics and t
degree of confidentiality for secure communications.
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